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The Best of the East-Meets-West
Elizabeth An, Crustacean
Restaurants’ Queen of Hearts,
explains step-by-step how to bring
the sophistication of ﬁne Asian
dining to your table and bar.

16 Making Sense(s) Of Sake and
Asian Spirits
A practical guide to tasting, pairing
and understanding the complex
world of “rice” wine, with insights
from Yuji Matsumoto, Joe Camm &
Henry Sidel
30 A River Runs Through It
The rich, hearty red wines from
Spain’s Ribera del Duero’s growing
region reign are a true discovery,
thanks to the region’s climate and
terrain.
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Stepping into Liquid: No Time
Like the Present
An escape from the winter blues and
everyday routines can be as close as
your liquor cabinet or favorite store.
Sip-Lebrity
Love need not be complicated, as
Stanley Tucci, Quentin Tarantino,
Patrick Dempsey and Lucacris
reveal in their seasonal entertaining
suggestions.

10 Fast Tracks
DJ Andy Caldwell’s in the mood
for love, and he has a carefully
prepared and ambient play list to
prove it.

20 Shelf Life: Asian Invasion
From the subtle to the stunning,
everything you need for your bar
from Asia.
22 Measuring Up: Orient
Expressions
You don’t need a passport to taste
the best of Asian spirits and
spices—just a few good recipes and
some delicategarnishes.

Pg. 44

24 Now We’re Cooking…
with Rice Wine
A conversation-starting favorite dish
of New York City restaurateur
and noted Asian food expert
Ed Shoenfeld surprises in its ease
of preparation.
26 Brews News
Thor Cheston’s suggestions—
channeling chocolate and
champagne--are sure to make even
the most ﬁckle beer drinker fall in
love!
Pg. 12

28 Gadgets And Goods
Skip the box of chocolates and opt
for imaginative, eye-opening gifts
that show your love for your special
someone and the art of a good
cocktail.
34 Quick Shots: Passionate Pages
The term “happy couples” doesn’t
just apply to people, as these
books on wine pairing and cocktail
recipes reveal.
36 Measuring Up: A Taste of
Romance
Chocolate…cream…champagne…
cognac….strawberries…cinnamon…all
your romantic cocktail favorites in
liquid form!

38 MixMaster
New York City’s Rodney Landers
re-invents a classic cocktail with
a nod to history and a great way
to practice his home bar do’s and
don’ts.
40 Souvenirs: Northern India’s Spice
and Taiwan’s Nice
Add interesting, exotic cocktails to
the many reasons why these very
different countries should be on
your must-visit list.
46 The Last Drop
Tru Love
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Asian Invasion
Just as our palate expands with Asian cuisine,
so do our tastes for Asian spirit ﬂavors!
Joe Camm, General Manager of Gordon’s Fine Wines & Liquors in Waltham,
MA (outside Boston), attributes the increased popularity in Asian spirits
in the US over the past few years to two factors: The overall quality and
drinkability of the products and the increasing inﬂuence of Asian culture on
the West.

Shochu/Soju
Ginza No Suzume Barley Shochu
– This barley distilled Shochu from
Japan is as smooth as velvet and as
neutral tasting as anything on the
market. $21/750ml.
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Chum Churum Soju, from Korea, is
an example of a Soju that should be
mixed with sodas or juices to create
fantastically clean and light cocktails.
At only $19.99 for a 1.75Lt, it is a real
steal. One of the hottest spirits on
the streets of Seoul!

Hibiki 12-Year

Whiskey

V

“If you’ve seen Lost in Translation,
you probably got a kick out of
Bill Murray’s pimping of Suntory
whiskeys,” muses Camm. “In fact,
Suntory is one of the biggest spirit
companies on the planet, and it isn’t
without good reason. The whiskeys
that they sell, especially those from
Japan, rival the best from Scotland.”
Hibiki 12-Year – A gorgeous blended
whiskey, Hibiki 12yr was partially
aged in plum liqueur barrels. Notes
of honey and pineapple make this a
whiskey of near perfect ﬁnesse.
$63/750ml

Oimatsu Shuzo Snow Moon
Beauty: For the more sophisticated
yet value conscious sake drinker,
Snow Moon Beauty is a smooth yet
dry junmai ginjo sake. When served
chilled, it offers notes of stone
fruit with a light, elegant texture.
$17.99/720ml

Sake2Me: Even though Sake2Me isn’t
the most serious connoisseur-type sake,
it still tastes damn good with sushi or
other light fare. It comes in four ﬂavors
from Asian Pear to Ginger Mango and is
slightly sparkling which adds refreshing
effervescence.
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Sake

Yamazaki 18-Year – If
the Hibiki 12yr is about
ﬁnesse, the Yamazaki
18yr is about depth
and complexity.
Everything from
spice to smoke to
dried fruits and
dark chocolate is
perceptible in this
one – a true Asian
treasure!

Liquid Living Magazine Loves:
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“When I shop Japan for sakes to take back to the States, I look for things from
the best sake-producing regions of Japan, and breweries which produce their
sake in small batches, primarily using locally-raised rice,” he says. “When
learning about sake and other Asian spirits, I advise shoppers to do what I do—
read what you can in books and online about Japanese food and drink, and see
what the trends are. This will make what you see on your market shelves make
more sense, so you can buy with conﬁdence.”
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Coming Soon!: This
spring, Kai Vodka
LLC releases its
Kai Shochu/Soju 48
Proof line as well as
a new range of Kai
Flavored Vodkas, just in
time for summertime
cocktailing and tropical
ﬂavor. We hear one of
the two Kai Shochu/
Soju ﬂavors will be
Kai Young Coconut
Shochu/Soju, made
with coconut water.

Momokawa and Moonstone
sakes provide great value for the
home mixologist, neat or as a light
cocktail foundation. Momokawa
Silver, Diamond, Ruby and Pearl
run about $12, while their Organic
Ginjo and Nigori retail at $13 - $14.
Moonstone’s yummy range (Asian
Pear, Raspberry, Plum and Coconut
Lemongrass)
runs at about
$12/bottle.

Kasumi Kimoto Extra Dry
($26.99),produced in Hyogo by the
Kasumi Tsuru Brewery, founded
in 1725 and managed by the 9th
generation. The Brewery makes 90%
of their sake by using the traditional
yamahai and kimoto methods.
It pairs well with the seafood,
speciﬁcally crabs.
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Production of Domaine
de Canton ($32)
begins with the
selection of only the
ﬁnest, freshest baby
Vietnamese ginger,
peeled and cut by hand
and then blended with
VSOP and XO Grande
Champagne Cognacs,
Provençal honey,
Tunisian Ginseng, and
fresh vanilla beans.
domainedecanton.com

Yuki No Bosha
Limited Release
Junmai Ginjo
($35.99/ 720ml),
produced in
Akita at the Saiya
Brewery, founded
in 1902. It is the
4th most awardwinning brewery
in Japan.

HouHou Shu ($14.99), produced
by the Marumoto Brewery, founded
in 1867 in Okayama. It is a fun,
sparkling sake made using same
method as champagne.
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Henry Sidel, founder of New York-based importer Joto Saké, takes pride in the
fact that he has brought much of Joto’s Japanese sakes into the U.S. market. He
also particularly enjoys sharing his favorites.

Hana HouHouShu, ($15.99),
also produced by the Marumoto
Brewery, is made with real, dried
herbs, including hibiscus for the
pink hue; the rose hip creates a
drier taste in the sake.
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